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Description

Seen in Tiki 5 and Tiki 6:

1. Missing images:

The path location that Tiki generates for the Infinite carousel icons (next/previous, play/pause, etc.) is incorrect. Tiki is generating:

/js/infinitecarousel/images/..

But the correct path is:

/lib/jquery/infinitecarousel/images/..

1. Incorrect DIV height calculated

Tiki is calculating the height of the div id="carousel" .. incorrectly — the bottom 19px of all images is
clipped. There needs to be an additional 19px added to overall height, to account for the play/pause button & padding

1. Suggestion

Tiki should close the entire div id="carousel". .. within another div with overflow:hidden property. This way, Tiki will no longer display all images on the initial load of a page. Note, that the additional 19px will need to be added to the div's height, too, as noted in #3.

Solution
Please update as indicated.

Importance
6

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Most of this is due to incorrect usage, but that incorrect usage is, in turn, due to lack of documentation and general absence of finish and polish to the feature - in other words, my fault! :P

Please see my comment on http://themes.tiki.org/Infinite_carousel#comments for better usage which avoids these missing images, makes the wiki markup far more legible (imho) and uses less code in general and makes the page loading cleaner.

Sorry for this, been trying to get it straightened out since Tiki 5!

jb
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